ACROSS
1  Part of FiOS
6  House, to Don Quixote
10  SoulCycle exercise, briefly
14  Supravocalic word’s quintet
15  Latin list ender
16  Angel hair topping?
17  Lego set for New Jersey’s capital?
20  ___ Beagle
21  Second-best effort
22  Pretentious
23  Head of the Charles implement
24  Initials on a toothpaste tube
25  Periodical for certain caregivers?
34  “No more for me”
35  No quitter
36  Wipe up, as gravy
37  Dissenting voices
38  FiveThirtyEight fodder
39  They’re found behind temples
40  MBTA stop: Abbr.
41  Blue Cross Blue Shield rival
42  “Remember the ___!”
43  Vows to go MRI-only from now on?
46  Place to get a hot stone massage
47  West of old Hollywood
48  Stunned
49  Smoked some liquid
50  Comic Costello
51  Very small matter
52  Peer of Bergonzi, Guarneri, and Stradivari
53  Like the main characters in “Scooby-Doo”
57  Like the main characters in “Scooby-Doo”
58  Boy band who sang at the 2001 Super Bowl
59  A deadly sin
60  Author whose son was Christopher Robin
61  SmartClaim insurance company
62  Oscar of “Star Wars: The Last Jedi”
63  Bellini opera
64  Printer brand
66  Otherwise
67  Colorado ski town
68  Somewhat
69  Sneaker company with a blue and red striped shield logo
70  “You got that right!”
71  Thing you can use an Apple Pencil on
72  Wearing nothing
73  From the top
74  Engine spec
75  Bubbly name
76  Apricot leftovers
77  Andrew Wheeler’s org.
78  Underground metal?

DOWN
1  Swear
2  Curly hairstyle
3  Sends to overtime
4  Physics class particle
5  Pursue something else
6  Wrestler/actor John
7  Very small matter
8  Call at Fenway
9  Clerical robe
10  Australian red wine
11  Allied agreement
12  Kinds
13  Initials on a toothpaste tube
14  Periodical for certain caregivers?
15  From the top
16  Engine spec
17  Bubbly name
18  Apricot leftovers
43  Otherwise
44  From the top
45  Engine spec
46  Bubbly name
47  Apricot leftovers
48  Andrew Wheeler’s org.
49  Underground metal?